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The Effects of Early Literacy Policies on Student Achievement

John Westall and Amy Cummings

Introduction

As of 2020, only one-third of fourth and eighth graders could read proficiently, according to the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). These rates declined even further over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic, with nine-year-olds’ average reading performance dropping five points—the largest decline in three decades. Children who struggle to read not only have lower academic achievement but also face adverse social and economic outcomes throughout their lives, including being more likely to drop out of school, experience mental health issues, and be incarcerated or unemployed.

Due to the critical role that early literacy plays in students’ long-term success, 41 states and the District of Columbia (see Figure 1) have adopted early literacy policies to improve K-3 reading achievement. While the specifics of these policies vary from state to state, many states’ policies share common components. Twelve states have implemented “comprehensive” early literacy policies that encompass 16 possible policy components, including support for teachers and policy implementation, diagnostic assessments and parent notification, evidence-based instruction and intervention, and retention and intensive intervention for students who are still behind in reading at the end of 3rd grade.
FIGURE 1. Map of States’ Early Literacy Policies

Note: Map is based on data from ExcelinEd.6

Early literacy policies can be expensive for states to implement, with estimates ranging from $50 million to $450 million per year.6 However, despite significant investments by most states, there is limited evidence these policies effectively improve students’ literacy achievement or learning. Existing research is limited to single-state settings and relies on high-stakes testing outcomes, which are often criticized for failing to capture genuine student learning.7

Our working paper investigates the effects of early literacy policies on high- and low-stakes reading and math assessments and whether these effects depend on the content of states’ policies. We also explore the equity implications of these policies, including whether they affect socioeconomic or racial test-score gaps. This brief summarizes selected findings from the working paper.8

DATA AND METHODS

We use the Stanford Education Data Archive (SEDA) for high-stakes test scores and NAEP for low-stakes scores. In addition, we use ExcelinEd’s early literacy database for details on state-level early literacy policies.9 Our analysis uses differences in the timing and content of early literacy policies across states to see how they affect student achievement. By comparing test scores before and after policies were passed and comparing states with and without early literacy policies, we can estimate how much of an effect early literacy policies had on student performance. We first evaluate how having any early literacy policy, regardless of which components it includes, affects
high-stakes reading outcomes. Second, we examine whether comprehensive policies, which provide a wide range of supports for teachers and students and include third-grade retention mandates, explain any of the effects of these policies.10

FINDINGS

Early Literacy Policies Improve Elementary Students’ Performance on High-Stakes Reading Assessments

When states first pass a policy that contains at least one of the 16 common components found in standard early literacy policies, they see accompanying increases in reading achievement on high-stakes tests for students in elementary school. Figure 2 shows this effect on states’ high-stakes reading assessments for students who were exposed to an early literacy policy when they were in 3rd grade or below.

We find that students exposed to early literacy policies for a longer period of time before taking the 3rd-grade test experience larger test score gains. For instance, students who were enrolled in 3rd grade when their state passed an early literacy policy (and were therefore exposed to the policy for only one year) had small improvements in reading achievement in 3rd through 5th grades. In contrast, students who were in 1st grade or kindergarten when the policy was passed (and were therefore exposed to the policy for multiple years) experienced larger reading score gains in 3rd through 5th grade. However, these positive test score effects diminished as students enter middle school.

FIGURE 2. Effect of Any Early Literacy Policies on High-Stakes Reading Scores

Note: Data are from overall average SEDA reading scores, 2009-2018. The figure only includes cohorts of students who were exposed to an early literacy policy in any of grades K-3. Each line in the figure represents the test score effects of early literacy policies for a particular cohort of students as they progress from 3rd to 8th grade. More information on the sample can be found in the full working paper.
Positive Effects of Early Literacy Policies Are Driven by Comprehensive Policies

As indicated in the map in Figure 1, some states’ policies are comprehensive, meaning they include all 16 of the individual components of early literacy policies in ExcelinEd’s dataset. Figure 3 illustrates that states with these comprehensive policies experience significant gains in high-stakes reading scores, surpassing the overall effect in states that pass any policy at all. In contrast, states with non-comprehensive policies (i.e., those that include fewer than 16 components) experience positive effects, but these are seldom significant (see figure 4 in the working paper). This suggests that the effectiveness of early literacy policies is contingent on their content, and that the more comprehensive policies lead to more improved outcomes, at least as measured by states’ own high-stakes summative assessments.

FIGURE 3. Effect of Comprehensive Early Literacy Policies on High-Stakes Reading Scores

Note: Data are from overall average SEDA reading scores, 2009-2018. The figure compares states with comprehensive policies to those that never passed an early literacy policy during this period. More information on how these figures were constructed can be found in the full working paper.

Only Comprehensive Early Literacy Policies Affect Low-Stakes Reading Scores

Furthermore, we find that low-stakes reading scores are only positively affected by early literacy policies in states with a comprehensive policy. High-stakes assessments have been criticized for not accurately measuring student learning, as accountability requirements may encourage “teaching to the test” or changes to tested materials themselves. However, NAEP reading scores are not linked to state accountability requirements and therefore may be a more accurate measure of student
learning. As illustrated in Figure 4, early literacy policies only have significant positive effects on low-stakes reading scores when they are comprehensive. In contrast, early literacy policies that are not comprehensive have essentially no effect on low-stakes reading outcomes. This suggests that the effect of early literacy policies is primarily driven by comprehensive policies.

FIGURE 4. Effect of Comprehensive Early Literacy Policies on Low-Stakes Reading Scores

Note: Data are from overall average NAEP fourth-grade reading scale scores, 2003-2019. The figure on the left compares states with comprehensive early literacy policies to a comparison group of states that have never passed an early literacy policy during this period. The figure on the right compares states with early literacy policies that are not comprehensive with the same comparison group of states that never passed an early literacy policy during this period. More information on how these figures were constructed can be found in the full working paper.

CONCLUSIONS & POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Our study demonstrates the positive effect of early literacy policies on high-stakes reading outcomes in elementary school. Comprehensive early literacy policies that provide a wide range of supports to both teachers and students, including third-grade retention, have the largest effects. Our findings also indicate that early literacy policies have little effect on low-stakes assessments in most cases, except for comprehensive policies, which lead to significant gains on low-stakes reading tests. These findings emphasize the importance of early literacy policies' content in determining their success.

Based on these findings, we propose two key recommendations for policymakers:

1. Provide students and teachers with the literacy support they need to succeed by making comprehensive early literacy policies a priority.
2. Ensure early literacy policies are effective by investing in their implementation.
NOTES


8. For more detailed information on the data and methodology, please see the full working paper.
NOTES


10. We follow ExcelinEd (2021) in defining a comprehensive early literacy policy as one with all 16 policy components listed here. However, it is important to note that ExcelinEd updated their dataset in 2022, introducing two key differences compared to the previous version. First, the new dataset includes an indicator for whether states use three-cueing, which ExcelinEd defines as "a flawed literacy instructional practice and should be eliminated." Second, more states are counted as having an early literacy policy in the 2022 dataset due to their use of ESSER funds for early literacy efforts. However, we consider the 2021 version to be more reliable in accurately accounting for states that have implemented early literacy policies because the use of ESSER funds for early literacy efforts is temporary. It is worth noting that the 2021 version of the dataset is not accessible through a static link. Therefore, if you follow the link in the references, it will direct you to the new version of the dataset.

